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A new focus on large-scale disk gravity …



A precursor to hierarchical star formation: N(L) ~ L-2



Overview:

Triggering: spiral density waves, shells, pillars, cloud collisions, SF hierarchies …

The KS law …

Do we see the effects of triggering in the KS law? 



Spiral Density Waves



Walter Baade in “The Evolution 
of Stars and Galaxies” (1963) 
said that in spiral galaxies, bright 
stars are ``strung out like pearls 
along the arms.'' 



A key assumption of 1960’s SDW theory was that spiral arms show up (with small 
potential perturbations) and they are blue because star formation is triggered. 

- shocks (Roberts ‘69), phase changes (Shu +72), cloud collisions (Kwan +83)
- Magnetic RT Instability (Mouschovias +74), gravitational instabilities (Elmegreen ‘79)

However, the arms are compressing gas more than stars and could have normal SFR/gas (EE86)

Many observations have looked for signatures of enhanced SFR/gas with mixed success:

- lower Virial Parameter for CO clouds in the arms of IC 342 found by Hirota +11, versus       
no change in the arms for 5 spiral galaxies in Donovan Meyer +13

- cluster age gradients in the arms of NGC 1566, but not in M51 or NGC 628 (Shabani +18)
- no difference in Hi-GAL (FIR) clump properties between MW arm and interarm (Elia +17)

Simulations can also show no change in SFR/gas (Dobbs +08 +09 +11 +15)



M100 VLT FORS

ESO



M100 Spitzer IRAC

NASA/JPL-Caltech

3.6, 4.5, 
5.8 and 8 mm



IRAC 8mm 
divided by 
MIPS 24 mm

(like an 
unsharp
Mask: 
2.4” vs 7.1” 
resolution)

Elmegreen +18



Regularly-spaced 
clumps in NIR are 
nearly invisible in the 
optical.

Elmegreen +18



Define 27 filaments and 
147 clumps

Elmegreen +18



Average separation
~ 410 pc

Equally spaced

Equal spacing 
with a gap

The clumps are approximately equally spaced along the filaments

Elmegreen +18
= [ sep(i-1,i) - sep(i,i+1) ] / {0.5 [ sep(i-1,i) + sep(i,i+1) ] }



The ratio of clump separation to diameter is about 3

Elmegreen +18



The regularity and 3:1 spacing of the clumps in these spirals and feathers is consistent 
with their formation by gravitational instabilities in filaments that are close to the 
critical line density.

- Inutsuka & Miyama ‘92, Chandrasekhar & Fermi 53, Stodolkiewicz ‘63, 
Nagasawa ‘87, Nakamura ‘93, Tomisaka ‘95, Fiege & Pudritz ’00, Clarke +16 …

The simultaneous appearance of clumps all along the filament lengths suggests the 
filaments are uniform in age.

The luminosities of the clumps suggest equivalent young stellar masses of few x 103

MO on average (for ~400 of them). With a ~10 Myr collapse time, this is only 6% of the 
galaxy SFR (2.6 MO/yr; Kennicutt +11). 

SDWs and other flows shock the ISM on kpc scales  filaments  GI  collapse  SF 
… but not all SF in the galaxy is like this



Supergiant Shells



Egorov +17: Ho II in HI and Ha

Suggest the GHIIRs in the center 
formed at colliding supergiant shells

- following theory in Chernin ‘74, +95

In dIrrs, the SF regions last a long time 
and the bubbles can get very large –
McQuinn +09,+10

Brinks 1992 (with Puche, Westpfahl & Roy)



Deidre Hunter, from the LITTLE THINGS survey (HI, V, FUV)

Lozinskaya +02 suggested triggering from a 
supergiant shell collision in IC 1613



Deharveng +12: Herschel study of W5 in the Perseus arm of the Milky Way

radio continuum: red
8mu PAH: turquoise

~ 20 pc



Deharveng +12:

1st stars in a filament 
compressed gas
and triggered new 
stars between

Colliding shells

50 pc



Koenig +12: Class I = red, Class II = yellow, Transition disks = blue

Old stars in the holes, young stars in the shells



Small bubbles



Or, single bubbles:

Zavagno +06: RCW 79, 1.7 Myr old 
shell with 0.1 Myr old stars on edge

mm cont.

on 8 mm



Kerton +13: W39: 1 Myr old shell 
with 0.1 Myr old Compact HIIRs on 
the edge.



Deharveng +09

RCW 120 
bubble with 
peripheral 
young stars

Red – 870 mm
Blue - Ha

Class I – red circles, Class I-II – red crosses
Class II – green, Class II-III – green crosses



However, Walsh +15 
suggest that expansion into 
a clumpy cloud can make 
the same structures 
without the collected shell, 
and compress pre-existing 
clumps into collapse.

A “hybrid” model.



Palmeirim +17: 

1360 Hi GAL bubbles stacked to 
the same Size (circles), with 
superposed:

a. Starless clumps
b. Protostars
c. Class I
d. Class II
e. Red sources
f. All

 Center is old, edge is young

Claim the sequence is too fast for gravitational instabilities, so the hybrid model is better



Pillars



Deharveng +12: Herschel study

radio continuum: red
8mu PAH: turquoise



Deharveng +12: Herschel study

Sources are 
Stage I YSOs 
(accreting envelopes)

b has a mass of 20-30 MO



Koenig +12: Class I is red, Class II is yellow
age sequences: 

SF is not random and pillars 
are not just a clearing of gas Dale +13 simulation

no age sequences



Bipolar Nebulae



Deharveng +15: Bipolar nebulae

Collapse in sheet (perhaps 
bubble wall) expansion and 
clearing by feedback, and a new 
generation formed by 
compression along the waist of 
the resulting bipolar flow

Whitworth +18: suggest bipolar 
nebulae form from the compressed 
layer in a cloud-cloud collision

Collisions: Tan’00, Fukui+14-18,…
See also Minier +13



Turbulent Fragmentation



LEGUS HST survey (Calzetti +15) 
F225W, F336W, F438W

Hierarchical SF on a 
galactic scale

D. Elmegreen +14



Grasha +17a: Two point 
correlation functions for clusters 
in 6 galaxies, grouped by age.

Grasha +17b: Age difference 
between cluster pairs 
increases as the sqrt of the 
separation.

 Gas structure and motion 
from turbulence with SF 
following the gas.

“Turbulence triggering”



“The Laws of Star Formation”

How do the observation of particular processes for SF fit with 
the average correlation between SFR/Area and Gas/Area?



Three regimes for KS-type power laws:

A power ~2 for gas-dominated self-gravitating regions where thickness depends on S
- e.g., GMCs, outer spiral disks, dIrrs

A power ~1.5 in main spiral disks where gas thickness is about constant
- the standard KS law (Kennicutt ’98, ‘07, yesterday …)

A power ~1 for observations in any of these regions using a sparse tracer with a 
threshold density for detection

- Wong/Blitz - Bigiel/Leroy - Gao/Solomon/Wu/Evans

Elmegreen 2018



Power of ~2 in gas-dominated regions (dIrrs, outer spiral disks):

SSFR = eff S / tff for midplane  tff

where the midplane  r = S / [2H]  and  H = s2 / [ p G S ] 

Giving       SSFR = eff ( 4/31/2 )  G S2 / s

= 1.7 x 10-5 (SHI/[1 MO/pc2])2 (s/6 km s-1)-1

with efficiency eff ~ 1% (Krumholz & Tan ‘07)

E15 from radial profiles

blue: 20 dIrrs

Bigiel +10: 
red: outer spirals 
green: dwarfs

slope = 2

EH15:

See also Roychowdhury+09,+15, Bigiel+10, Bolatto+11, Elmegreen+15, Teich+16

Follows from the “volumetric law” with the disk flare: Cecilia Bacchini, also Barnes +!2



Lada +13, Orion cloud
slope = 2

Evans +14, Gould’s Belt SF
slope=2 (r converted from S)

Willis +15 Massive SFR, slope ~2

Gutermuth +11
Slope = 2

Power of ~2 
also in GMCs



KS for GMCs:

but now use: s2=GM/5R r=3M/(4pR3) Sgas=M/(pR2)

start with rSFR = eff r / tff

Then:      SSFR = eff (8/5)0.5 G Sgas
2/s

From an average of tabulated values in Gutermuth +12: 

For local clouds in Lada +13:

These agree with the above equation if eff ~ 0.16 and 0.02, respectively.

Parmentier ’13, Elmegreen ‘18



Power of ~1.5 for total gas in main disks if H ~ constant (Rob and Mithi)

SSFR = eff Sgas / tff for midplane tff

where the midplane r = Sgas / [2H]

Giving   SSFR = eff ( 16G / 3pH )1/2 Sgas
3/2

= 8.8 x 10-5 (Sgas/[1 MO/pc2])1.5

for eff=1% and H=100 pc.

from Kennicutt & Evans 
ARAA 2014

slope ~ 1.5

Feedback is hidden in 3 places: 
H, eff, the presence of a CNM

(See also Madore ’77, Kennicutt ‘99, Liu+15, Calzetti+18, …)



Tacconi ‘13: CO at redshifts 1.5 and 2.3

KS relation normalized to Mstar
(rather than area) 

and flipped on its side.

Slope is 0.68, so the KS slope would be

1/0.68 = 1.5

i.e., the KS-1.5 law.



Tacconi +18: slope =-0.45 Tacconi +18: slope =0.53

Tacconi +18: Observe  tdep~dMS-1/2 and fgas~dMS1/2 .  For the dynamical model, tdep~1/(Gr)1/2

r ~ 1/tdep
2 ~ dMS ~ fgas

2 where 

r = Sgas/2H = pGSgasStotal/2s2 ~ fgas
2 for fgas ~ Sgas at constant Sstar

 this is the power-2 (gas dominates stars) KS law



S1.5

Shi +18:  “Extended” Law includes stars (right) and pulls the gas-dominated regions “in line”.  
But the gas dominated regions should have a Sgas

2 law and should be lower than the Sgas
1.5 law 

because of the disk flare (rapid drop in r). Also, Sgas/Sstar ~ const. in main spiral disks (Shi+18).

S*
1/2Sgas



At the same time, SSFR can be linearly proportional to Smolecules for sparse tracers

- CO at low S      (fmol<<1) 
- (Wong & Bitz ‘02, Bigiel ‘08, Leroy ’08, …)

- HCN for “all” S  (fHCN<<1)
- (Gao & Solomon ‘04, Wu ’05, …)

Wu +07

(Maria Jimenez-Donaire’s talk)



Gowardhan +17
starbursts

CO slope 1.4
in high-r ISM

-Not a sparse tracer

HCN slope 1.1

- A sparse tracer

Leroy +17: CO in M51,
slope ~ 1 for CO 

in medium-density ISM



Why power-1 KS? (Krumholz+07, Narayanan+08, Burkert+13, E15, E18)

In the dynamical model,  SSFR = eSgas/tff, there are two equivalent explanations:

 Molecular observations are most sensitive to densities exceeding some 
excitation/opacity limit, and the average density of a self-gravitating cloud is several 
times the “edge” density that defines it (Padoan+16, Semenov+17)

- Thus SSFR = eSmol/tmol for constant tmol ~ tff at excitation/opacity limit

Or:

 All phases of the ISM last for a dynamical time, so fmol = tmol/tISM =(rISM/rmol)
1/2. 

- Thus SSFR = eSgas/tISM = e(Smol/fmol)/tISM = eSmol/tmol



The “dense gas” law follows from the 1.5 and 1 slopes:

Where the molecular fraction is high, CO traces total gas but HCN may still be linear:

SSFR ~ SCO
3/2 and SSFR ~ SHCN

1

So       SSFR/SCO ~ SCO
1/2         and     SHCN/SCO = SCO

1/2

resulting in the observation that

“SF Efficiency” = SSFR/SCO = SHCN/SCO = “dense gas fraction”

Elmegreen ‘18



Gallagher +18: Inner regions of local galaxies

The dense gas fraction scales with the sqrt of the CO (left), 
and the SF efficiency scales linearly with the dense gas fraction (right)

… here interpreted as the combination of KS slopes 1 (tracer gas) and 1.5 (total gas)

Slope = 1

Slope = 1/2



Elmegreen ‘18

A schematic for the 
multiple KS relations:

Total gas is slope 1.5 until 
the gas dominates stars, 
where it becomes 2.

Molecular gas is 1 until the 
molecules dominate, where 
it becomes 1.5.



Synthesis



Can we reconcile the observations of “triggered” SF and the “SF Laws”?

Triggering involves imploding pre-existing clouds, or collecting gas into spirals, rings and shells

Implosion at fixed mass can trigger SF because MJ ~ P-1/2 so M/MJ increases (aVT decreases)
- pillars, shocks in clumpy clouds, cloud collisions

Collection involves pressurizing and moving columns of gas

BUT compression first stabilizes a region as aVT ~ P/(0.5pGS2) increases with P, 
and only destabilizes the region when S becomes large: two steps.

The delay is usually about the same as tff in the ambient ISM



Small-scale triggerings, i.e., implosions, HIIR bubbles, etc. are usually in dense regions 
during GMC disruption so the resulting SF, like feedback, contributes to eff

-- Already calibrated into the SF Laws

Large-scale triggering, i.e., galactic spirals and supergiant shells, works by collecting 
ambient gas and takes about the same time as a spontaneous instability.  

-- Mostly determines where SF occurs



Summary

1. Gravitational instabilities occur in swept-up gas and SF has age sequences

- but gas collection affects the SF morphology without much excess SF
- and small-scale triggering affects eff but only by a factor of ~2

2. The “Laws of SF” seem to be driven by gas self-gravity* and there are 3 regimes:
▪ Slope ~2 in self-gravitating gas: outer gas disks, dIrrs, GMCs  (~ eGS2/s)
▪ Slope ~1.5 in stellar disks with ~constant H (~ eS[GS/H]1/2 ) 
▪ Slope ~1 for sparse molecular tracers as a selection effect

* feedback contributes to eff, H, thermal equilibrium, …


